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About This Game

The Gardens Between is a single-player adventure-puzzle game about time, memory and friendship.
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Okay, this is at least a new interesting mechanic, but the game just doesn't work for me. I almost feel like it is trying too hard
and delivers too little.. Okay, this is at least a new interesting mechanic, but the game just doesn't work for me. I almost feel like
it is trying too hard and delivers too little.. The gardens between is. 1.Relaxing -> Visually beautiful, fresh and dreamy.
2.Relaxing -> with nice ambient and natural sounds, 3.Relaxing -> with no text,no speech,no time pressure,no UI, 4.Relaxing ->
with simple controls and simple puzzles 5.Relaxing -> that prevent almost any feeling of excitement and accomplishment.
Puzzle lovers should buy on sale. PS:Characters have a.. The art style is very pleasing, and the game has a certain charm to it
that I really liked throughout the experience, but the actual gameplay is slow and simple. Many times throughout the game I felt
like I had already solved a puzzle early in advance. The solution was clear, I just had to wait to complete the steps. Steps that are
a slog to complete due to the slow walk speed of the characters, and the constant backtracking that the time travel mechanic
forces you through. The puzzles themselves are too simple. As stated above you usually find yourself solving the puzzle, or
whatever phase of the puzzle you are on, in your own mind, much sooner then when the game lets you complete them. There
were no moments that really made me stop and think about the solution for any longer than 30 seconds. And the length of the
game is short. I finished it in about 2 hours. When half the game is backtracking, it makes it even worse. For the sale price of
$7.99 this game is pretty decent. But I can't recommend it at all at the normal price of 20 bucks considering the length of the
game and lack of quality puzzles.. The gardens between is. 1.Relaxing -> Visually beautiful, fresh and dreamy. 2.Relaxing ->
with nice ambient and natural sounds, 3.Relaxing -> with no text,no speech,no time pressure,no UI, 4.Relaxing -> with simple
controls and simple puzzles 5.Relaxing -> that prevent almost any feeling of excitement and accomplishment. Puzzle lovers
should buy on sale. PS:Characters have a.. The art style is very pleasing, and the game has a certain charm to it that I really liked
throughout the experience, but the actual gameplay is slow and simple. Many times throughout the game I felt like I had already
solved a puzzle early in advance. The solution was clear, I just had to wait to complete the steps. Steps that are a slog to
complete due to the slow walk speed of the characters, and the constant backtracking that the time travel mechanic forces you
through. The puzzles themselves are too simple. As stated above you usually find yourself solving the puzzle, or whatever phase
of the puzzle you are on, in your own mind, much sooner then when the game lets you complete them. There were no moments
that really made me stop and think about the solution for any longer than 30 seconds. And the length of the game is short. I
finished it in about 2 hours. When half the game is backtracking, it makes it even worse. For the sale price of $7.99 this game is
pretty decent. But I can't recommend it at all at the normal price of 20 bucks considering the length of the game and lack of
quality puzzles.

Regarding the upcoming Nitro Rad Video Sale : Hello all, this is Analgesic Productions's Chief Happiness Officer, Sean Han
Tani. Starting tomorrow, Anodyne will be on sale for 3 days, at 50% off. This sale is running due to the interest in the game
generated by Nitro Rad's video! I understand that some of you may have already purchased the game in the past two days at the
full price. Thank you for the support! Unfortunately, I did not initially realize I was able to run a sale until today, and the earliest
I can start it is tomorrow morning. If you recently bought Anodyne and would like to purchase it at the sale price, you should be
able to request a refund and then repurchase it at the sale price tomorrow. If you are unable to do so due to playtime, I sincerely
apologize! Know that your purchase is much appreciated and will be put towards development of Anodyne 2. Again, thank you
for your support and I hope you enjoy the game. Anodyne is due out on Switch on 2/28, as well.. New Anodyne Avatars! : Made
an avatar of the frog, mitra, and sage. if you want any others lemme know and i'll throw them up soon. You can choose the new
avatars here: If you haven't already, please write a recommendation for Anodyne! Don't forget, you can buy the soundtrack for
$3 if you use the code steamparty at seagaia.bandcamp.com cheers, -sean. 50% off sale autumn sale - android version 80% off :
wheeeeeeeee also: android version 80% off:. Wishlist Anodyne 2: Return to Dust, today! : Hi, players of Anodyne and Even the
Ocean - it's Sean Han Tani here from Analgesic. I wanted to let you know that the sequel to Anodyne, Anodyne 2: Return to
Dust, can be wishlisted today! Wishlist the game here: In a world first, Anodyne 2 mixes both 3D exploration with 2D
dungeons. You explore and drive around a surreal 3D dream world as Nova, shrinking into people's minds in order to clean
dangerous Nano Dust in 2D. It's a bit of a mix of some of the concepts of Shadow of the Colossus, Psychonauts, as well as 2D
and 3D Zelda games! Like Anodyne 1, it features bizarre creatures and strange places. The 3D and 2D environments range from
natural landscapes, to unsettling homes and abstract areas. To stay up to date, you can follow me on Twitter (where I post many
GIFs) - OR, you can join Analgesic's newsletter over at , or join our Discord server! . Note that Analgesic does have a Steam
Developer page you can also follow: Here's a few screenshots: A mysterious tongued friend overlooks a strange city. Nova looks
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upon a glowing, orange island. And here are some of the 2D areas: Now shrunk down to Nanoscale form, Nova explores floating
ruins to find Nano Dust. Nova learns the ropes of being in Nanoscale while exploring the Albumenium. Here's an example of
the music, which I am again writing: Stay tuned for more news, and thanks for your support on our games! Anodyne 2 is due out
2019 for Windows, Mac and Linux.. Trading cards in the future! Also, iOS version. : Hey, so today I added trading cards and
badges. They don't go live till Valve approves us as a Trading Card game on a Tuesday or Thursday. I e-mailed my rep so
hopefully that's soon! It mght help if yous ay " I want anodyne to have cards!" right here: Currently, I made a few emoticons,
profile backgrounds, a set of badges, then a set of 8 trading cards (just enemies/npcs/characters). But perhaps, more in the
future! I also submitted the iOS version of Anodyne for cert in the app store.. Anodyne OST released! : Finally, the Anodyne
OST is now available for purchase on Steam for $5. When downloaded, it will be put into (YOUR STEAM
FOLDER)/steamapps/common/Anodyne/AnodyneOST.zip . Be sure to follow updates on our next game, Even the Ocean -
www.eventheocean.com twitter.com/eventheocean And listen to more of my music at. Even the Ocean available to Wishlist :
Please wishlist our new game Even the Ocean! You can do that here: Here!. Announcing Anodyne 2: Return to Dust! : We're
working on a surreal, lo-fi and 3D sequel to Anodyne. Wishlist it here: Also, we have a Steam Developer's page now.. Please
join our newsletter! : [www.eventheocean.com] Hi there, if you liked Anodyne, you'd like the monthly newsletter I send out
about Joni and I's new games. You can join it right here: here [www.eventheocean.com] And you'll get exclusive news and
screenshots once a month! Plus, you'll be able to know when our next game Even the Ocean goes on sale.. Korean version now
available (Windows only right now) : The Korean version of Anodyne is now available and included within the game for
Windows. Hooray! Mac and Linux versions will follow shortly.
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